Happy autumn!

Our alumni filled the campus last week during Alumni Weekend. They attended Grand Rounds, honorary luncheons, student-led campus tours and the much-loved class reunion dinners. If you want to see photos of the festivities, take a look at our Facebook album. If you attended, we would love to see any photos you took as well. Tag us! Stay connected!

The alumni office is looking forward to the EMSSP Networking Event in October. This is another great opportunity to bring our alumni back to campus and have them interact with current students. The opportunity to meet with alumni is so meaningful to our students. There also will be a special off-campus reception for BUSM alumni before the networking event. RSVP today!

September came to an end with Medical Equipment Day. This is an annual tradition when first-year students receive the tools they need to examine patients. These tools include stethoscopes donated by alumni. In addition, the book, Being Mortal by Atul Gawande, donated by alumni and faculty, was distributed to each student. The day began with a doctoring lecture in memory of Lorraine Stanfield, MD, and culminated with students writing words of gratitude to the alumni who donated their stethoscope.

It was great to see you all!

Let's…Stay Connected!!

Jean E. Ramsey, MD '90 MPH '08
Associate Dean for Alumni Affairs
Vice Chair of Education and Program Director of Ophthalmology
Associate Professor, Ophthalmology and Pediatrics
BUSM Alumna Honored for Career in Public Health

Cheryl Scott, MED '82, Humanitarian Award recipient, discusses health outcomes of Black women.

Facial recognition zeroes in on genetic disorders

Dr. Dallas Reed, MED '10, an obstetrician-gynecologist and medical geneticist, uses a new software program to help diagnose kids with rare genetic diseases.

Louis W. Sullivan MED '58, to receive the 2019 John Edward Porter Legacy Award at advocacy awards dinner

Research!America to salute the Honorable Louis W. Sullivan and other leaders in medical and health research advocacy.

STUDENTS IN ACTION |

Programs rarely go deeper. But Boston University braids addiction training into all four years.

Most Doctors Are Ill-Equipped to Deal With the Opioid Epidemic. Few Medical Schools Teach Addiction.

PA Graduates: “Remember Your Journey and How You Got Here”

BUSM confers 25 Master of Science degrees upon its third class of PA graduates.

Photo Album: BUSM students show appreciation for generous alumni

First-year students celebrated the annual event where they receive a stethoscope donated by alumni.
SCHOOL NEWS |

Military Women’s Health Symposium Explores Gaps in Research

The day-long symposium focused on the health of active-duty women and female veterans, and featured topics such as PTSD, brain injury, cancer and poor perinatal health and their impacts on women who serve.

Educating the Next Generation of Medical Professionals with Machine Learning is Essential

Researchers hope that medical schools and residency programs will think about artificial intelligence and how to use it in patient care.

UPCOMING EVENT |

BUSM EMSSP Networking Event & Student Mentoring Opportunity

Alumni networking Reception
Friday, October 19, 2018

Alumni / Student Mentoring Brunch
Saturday, October 20, 2018

IN MEMORIAM |
ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT |

Alumni Spotlight

Jennifer Gaudiani MED '02

BUSM RESEARCH CORNER |

- Researchers Find Genetic Sequence Involved in Age-Related Changes in Gene Expression

- Use of HIV RNA Expression Inhibitors May Restore Immune Function in HIV-Infected Individuals on cART
• New Study Provides Better Understanding of Potential Regeneration after Brain/Spinal Cord Injury

• BUSM Researchers Define Possible Molecular Pathway for Neurodegeneration in Prion Diseases

• Interdisciplinary BUMC Team Investigates Dialysis Access Malfunction

DONATE NOW

Choose to be great! Join The Campaign for Boston University
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